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Sophomore coeds arrested

Two charged in theft of
$8,000 in payroll checks
By THERESA KL1SZ
NewsEdMer
Two University students have been
arrested in conjunction with the October
1 theft of 35 payroll checks totaling
IS.00O.
According to Richmond police officer,
Robert French, Ydette Kimbrough, 19, of
Louisville and Vicki Bates, 19, of Thornton were arrested after Kimbrough
allegedly tried to cash one of the stolen
checks.

"All Hail the Queen" would have been appropriate as Amy
Luyster, sophomore from Versailles, was crowned

Homecoming Queen 1976. The Queen, escorted by Gene McOean, receives a kiss from President J. C. Powell.

Kimbrough has been charged with
forgery in the first degree and Bates has
been charged with theft by unlawful
taking and receipt of stolen property.
Bates was charged with first degree

Highlights, winners announced

French responded to the call while
Kimbrough allegedly was detained by
the cashier.
According to French, Information
obtained led to the arrest of Bates.
From this information the police were
able to obtain a search warrant to investigate Bates' dormitory room where,
according to French, no information
concerning the checks was found.

Love is...Homecoming in the cold rain
ByGENEMcLEAN
Staff Writer
Despite unfavorable weather conditions which prevailed throughout the
weekend, Homecoming T4 took place as
scheduled.
Friday night's dance, which was attended by less than 200 people, according
to Skip Daugherty director of student
activities and organisations, included the
15 finalists and their escorts as they were
entertained by Green Lyte Sunday.
This years theme of "Levels., ."was
demonstrated throughout the weekend
and highlighted by the Homecoming
Parade.

FtatotrALANKRANTX

Love is...was the theme for the 1176
Homecoming activities. .

Held on Saturday morning in a driving
rain, the parade was shortened with only
the Grand Marshal President Powell;
queen candidates and several floats
covering the route.
The University's band, and that of
Model, which were scheduled to march,
decided not to participate minutes before
the parade began, due to the adverse
weather conditions.
The Baptist Student Union sponsoring
a float entitled "Eastern Making-Murray
Go Round," won the float competition
based on beauty, while Commonwealth
and Walter Halls' "Love is the Big ERacers," won for originality.
Winning the dormitory competition for
the best decorated hall were Telf ord and
Pay.
Pre-game festivities saw sophomore
Amy Luyster crowned Homecoming
Queen, while Debbie Thomas was
selected as first runner-op and Sherrie
Sullivan second.
Luyster, s 19-year-old business major from Versailles, was surprised by her
selection saying "I cant believe It" while
being greeted by President Powell and a
host of photographers.
With a steadyTaia continuing to faU on
the Hanger FfeUKurf, the M finalists and
newly crowned Homecoming Queen
Luyster, were barely off of the field when
It was overtaken by the two opposing
Seemingly despirited by the conditions
aa much as the crowd were the Colonels
and Racers ss they battled to s sevenseven halfttme score. A Bob Landis fieldgoal with seconds remaining secured the
Homecoming contest for the Colonels.
Although the dance and concert were
not affected by the weather, the parade
and the Homecoming pagentry of the
football game were hindered by what has
come to be known as the traditional
homecoming monsoons.
Maybe the poster at the dance knew
what was to forecome as it so accurately
stated "Love Us rainy day." If love did
prevail this past Saturday It was
necessary that it did so under those
conditions.

forgery as the checks stolen are
government property, according to
French.
According
to
John
Goolsby
security specialists the checks ware
stolen from the Powell cafeteria. "They
(the checks) were g^en to a girl from
that area to distribute to the other
student employees. Apparently the girl
placed them on a cash register In the
serving line. This U when somebody
came through and picked them up."
French stated that the checks were
stolen on October 1, but they (Richmond
Police) knew nothing shout It until
October 26.
On October 26 the Richmond police
received s call from a local merchant
who had been informed of the missing
checks and had been supplied with the
serial numbers of the checks. He felt he
had a suspect In the case.

On November 1, Bates and her father
gave a statement to police In which she
revealed knowledge of where the checks
were hidden.
According to French, 29 checks were
found stashed in tne bushes near the
campus bookstore. To date all but three
checks have been recovered. Checks
recovered total 64,302 ■
Two of the stolen checks were successfully cashed at local grocery stores
before the areats were made.
Both girls arrested have denied
comment about the Incident
Kimbrough's case has been moved to
the Grand Jury and Bates is scheduled
for exemplary trial Monday. However,
Bates has made s request to waive the
trail directly to the Grand Jury.
According to French this will give the
police an opportunity to present the case
to the Grand Jury.
Both girls are no longer on campus
accordieg to French.
Dean' of Women Jeannette Crockett
stated that Kimbrough has officially
withdrawn from school while Bates has
left, but as yet has not officially withdrawn.
During the routine search of the girl's
rooms it was reported that narcotics
(See TWO, sage I)

The right to decide...

Mt. Maternal offers
birth control options

nastkyasarssi

Even though heavy rains doused the
homecoming parade theae clowns don't
miss the opportunity to "down
around" as the parade proceeded down

Lancaster Avenue. These show per
sons were Just part of the many floats
and attractions at the annual pre-game
parade.

periscope
The women's fteM hockey team has
repeated as state champion for the
second year. See story on page 6.
What exactly doss the phrase "The
Arts" entail? Art Editor Judy Wahlert
has the definition on page 1.

Arts.
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By ERICMIDDLEBROO*
Fee tare Editor
In recent years, national lobbyists
have fought to stop abortion, reasoning
that even the unborn have a right to life.
These same groups have also condemned
birth control because of the many lives It
has prevented.
Mountain Maternal Health League,
located in downtown Berea, Is s planned
parenthood affiliate serving it counties
in Appalachian Ky.
"We're not against children and probirth control," said Judy Keith, Mountain Maternal director. "We Just feel
that every individual should have the
right to decide for themselves when they
want children."
Mt Maternal provides contraceptives
counseling for 1,100 patients. M par
cent of whom are students.
"We don't mind that so many of our
patients are students," Keith said "hat
some of our contributors do".
"We have a lot of supporters who want
their money spent on needy community
women. Most of those donators are older
and aren't used to sexually active
women," she said.
Birth control pills, Intra-uterine
devices, dlaphrams, foams, Jellys,
condoms and vasectomy and sterilisation
counseling are available at ML Maternal.
When a patient appears for an appointment, she is asked to fill out a

personal medical history form prior to
examination. Also, the different types of
birth control are explained and the
patient chooses the form she wants to
use.
An examination Including weight
check, blood pressure, hemoglobin,
syphilis, sugar diabetes and pregnancy
tests Is given. If the syphilis teat is
positive, the patient is asked to disclose
any persons she has come in contact with
so they can be treated.
After the preliminary examination, a
breast exam is given end the testing
method is taught to the patient Then a
gonorrhea smear, pap smear and pelvic
exam are conducted.
The chosen form of birth control is then
described and, if the Intra-uterine device
is chosen, inserted into the patient. If the
dlaphram is chosen. It Is fitted and the
patient Is left to practice inserting the
device.
"The complete process takes approximately one hour," Keith said. The
workers try to make everything as
simple ss possible end will try to answer
any questions the patient has."
For those who can afford to pay, the
examination. Including control method,
will range from 115 —|— to $6
"If you went to a doctor's office It
would cost st least »30 and probably more
for the same services," Keith said, "and
(Sec MT. MATERNAL, page 4)

Tennessee Tech game crucial for Colonel's quest of OVG crown

By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sperts Editor
Sole possession of s conference*
championship Is not easy to come by
these days, and this year's Ohio Valley
Conference race will be no exception.
Although this Saturday's battle between the Colonels and Tennessee Tech st
CookeviUe will not decide the outcome of
the OVC, the winner will have st least s
shot for s share of the title.
The Colonels hold possession of first
place in league standings, (44) after a 1210 come-from-behind victory over
Murray last Saturday. Tech stands at 3-1
in league play after suffering an 14-7
setback at East Tennessee, their first
leas In seven weeks.
Still In the picture are the pesky
Buccaneers of East Tennessee who
share the second place spot with Tech at
J-l. East hosts Morehead this weekend,
before playing at Middle Tennessee, then
closing out the season at home against

Austin Peay.

"We have to play our best against
Tech," said Coach Roy Kidd. "We're not
putting any pressure on our kids to play
for the conference championship,
because we still have Morehead left."
"If we win the next two, we will have a
better opportunity to get in the NCAA
playoffs," Kidd said. "Two conference
losaas would really hurt Tech's chan■ We haven't talked about playoffs,"
Kidd said. "Being prepared to play Tech
is our concern; we're not worrying about
what else will happen."
"There Is no doubt shout it Tech Is
foing to be rough to handle Saturday,"
Kidd said.
"They have a veteran
defensive unit and one of the most
balanced attacks on offense we'll ever
face.
Tech has two capable quarterbacks, some good receivers and
runningbacks and a very tough offensive

line. We're going to have our work cut
out for us."
Milton Jenkins, Tech's freshman
quarterback has been a real weapon for
the Golden Eagles in the past few weeks.
He ranks third in the OVC in total offense
with 135 6 yards per game and is the most
accurate passer In the league, completing 40 of a for 14 par cant
"Jenkins Is s good athlete; ha has
speed and running ability," Kidd said.
"The field conditions ware not in his
favor at East Tennessee."
All-OVC quarterback Gary Perdue
cracked s rib In his team's game with
Morehead and Jenkins stepped Into the
starting role last Saturday. Perdue is
fifth in the league in total offense with a
127.4 yd. average.
The Golden Eagles' primary receiver
Is Jenkins' high school teammate Craig
Rolle. RoUe has battled Elmo Boyd all
season for the lead in pass receiving end
is now second. He Is also second In punt

returns and fourth in ktckoff returns.
Tech's leading rusher Is sophomore
Cecil Fore, who is sixth in the OVC in that
category and has scored six touchdowns.
A strong offensive line is the Golden
Eagles' real pride and Joy, with the
entire unit returning. Senior tackle Ed
Barns, an AP honorable mention AllAmencan last season, anchors the line.
He Is supported by Greg Ruth, Lance
House, John Scoble. John Yoauk and Don
Mc Daniel.
Johnny Tucker stands out In the defensive backfield He was ranked second
in the nation in Interceptions two weeks
ago with seven In seven games.
Since the linebackers remain strong,
ta* only suspect area is the defensive line
where Inexperience has been costly.
The Colonels rank second in the league
in team offense to Tech who holds s 30yard margin. Remaining In the lead In
lesm defense, the Colonels have almost a

75-yard spread over Tech, ranked fifth.
Tech must overcome last week's
disappointment if they hope to repeat as
conference co-champions. "If we're the
type of squad we'd use to think we are,"
said Tech Coach Don Wade, "we will
accept the challenge, work hard this
week to prepare and realise the Importance of this game."
"We shouldn't let the had circumstances of last Saturday affect us,"
Wade said "It's another day, another
game, another Held."
East Tennessee and the weather
taused Tech's defeat last weak. On the
ram-sloshed field, the offense sad
defense were ineffective most of the day,
missing two field goal opportunities and
a fourth and goal situation.
"We were Invited to a mud party and
Just didn't show up," Wade said.
"The only way to describe Eastern is
•extremely potent'." said Wade. "They

lead the league in everything including
selling programs."
Wade cited Everett Talbert, Elmo Boyd
and Ernie House as the biggest Colonel
threats." Their defense is mobile, agile,
and hostile," he said "They certainly
will present all sorts of problems for us."
Last Saturday's rain hampered the
Colonels offense less than It did Tech's
However, over 470 yards produced only
one touchdown In the 12-10 victory over
Murray. Jim Nelson scored the TD on an
eight-yard pass from House on the
team's Brat series. Murray's Bruce
Walker returned the following kickoff for
97-yards to quickly tie the game.
Behind 10* with » seconds to play,
Bob Landis booted a 24 yd. field goal to
calm the pounding hearts of soaked fans
In the stands.
The game was one of the best defensive outings for s Colonel team, holding
Murray to 44-ysrds end two Brat downs.
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editorials

Faculty, librarians beware!

New copyright bill, if signed by Ford,
could restrict free usage of photocopiers
The freedom with which many
faculty, librarians, and administrators copy copyrighted
material may be curtailed if
legislation is signed by President
Ford revising the copyright law
for the first time since 1909.
Congress passed the revision at
the first of the month; Mr. Ford
is expected to sign it
Although the bill is less restrictive than previous 10-year attempts at changing the law, its
effect could be immense in
universities or other businesses.
The guidelines were written in
response to the demand from
educational groups who wanted

Grade inflation article rebutted;
student feels ideas too lenient
By ZAMA KDVfBI NDEFRU
The following is written as a
reappraisal to a previous guest
editorial printed from the
Chronicle of Higher Education
by Dr. Stephen M. Cahn and
Patricia Kitcher (Progress, October 7, 197f). The article dealt
with "Grade Inflation: A dilemma that harms both good and
poor students."

escapist's approach, it will be
agreed that grade reform will
never be a burden to the students
but that of the teachers, since the
students can always, generally
speaking, live up to the standards of the teachers. The very
fact that a problem exists shows
that there must be a solution
somewhere or it will never have
been regarded a problem.

.It is gratifying reading Dr.
Cahn's foregoing editorial comment in the Eastern Progress,
how "fine scholars and excellent
programs are unable to find one
another through the thick screen
of artificial grades." And how
"less competent students can
select courses where high grades
are offered for little or no work,
thus depriving themselves of the
chance to benefit from college
years."
After spelling out, so succinctly, what could've been considered a perennial problem
Cahn dabbles into some
generalizations that lay flat the
core of his essay.
"Grade
reform will never be a popular
topic," he says. The fact that
teachers must evaluate the
quality of their students' work
will always be a burden to both
teachers and student"
It was to a position such as this
that Victor Tales of the New
York States' Division of
Educational Testing said, "If we
continue to accept the status quo
making a degree will soon be
equivalent to four years college
attendance."
In this light,
making the certificate means
more than a certificate of attendance. He emphasizes: "We
cannot allow schools to be as bad
as they want to be."
Going away from Cahn's

Dr. Cahn went further "giving
high grades is and always will be
an effective way of currying
favor with students."
It was Newman who once said
"To live is to change, to have
changed often is to be perfect."
Cahn feels change is an anathema, no matter whether it be for

rt

(guest opinion)
the good. A thing is either right
or wrong but never both. If an
act is wrong it is always wrong
except right subdues it. It is
therefore inferential that any
seasoned and well intentioned
elite should stop such acts no
matter how difficult they might
be.
According to Cahn, "Grading
is discretionary.
No administrator of faculty committee
could ever force a professor to
deflate grades."
I consider this preposterous
farrango and an unthought of
view. A society should be a
reflection of the University. Just
what is the essence of education?
To breed into society the whims
and capricies of teachers or the
standards society wishes to live
by. This will be intellectual
suicide and a contradiction to the
definition of the term
'education.'
If we were to accept a situation

such as this can any college
product be dubbed a nickel of
credence? I am in no way saying
that a lecturer's standards
might not be better than that of
the entire society but that it
should be better than that of a
group of professors will need
more careful evaluation.
The very fact that the transcript of a student entering a
fresh school has to be validated
by his new administrators spells
a doubt on the standards of the
schools. It is understandable
validating the transcript of a
foreign student but to validate an
American's transcript from an
American College or University
before granting credit to the
transferring student calls for
many questions.
What I feel should be done with
the entire educational system is
that an examination board be
established in every institute
whose prior function should be
setting forth a system standardizing exams in all the
colleges. For instance, if each
college were able to set exams
say to the standards of the
College Level Exam or better
(set by the Federal Government) so that each teacher
teaches according to his
syllabuses with the end of attaining the university standa rdsthe teachers performances will
be weighed on how many students can meet the standards.
Work will be serious on both the
part of the students and the
teachers. Such easy scores like
90 percent that is almost commonplace in exams might drop
to 70 percent even though the latter score means ten times the efforts put in getting the 90 percent. The A range might then
drop.
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to be told how much freedom
they had in photocopying books,
articles, poems, etc.
The bill was called a
"workable compromise" by
these business groups. It sets
limits on the length of pieces that
can be copied without charge,
and on the number of times that
works can be duplicated.
If the legislation is passed out
not only will it restrict what is
freely printable, but it will
relieve those educators who
would not photocopy anything
for fear of overstepping the law
and facing possible court action.
The guidelines, which where
drawn up by Congress and an ad
hoc group representing a number of education associations,
state that a teacher or research
scholar will be allowed to make,
for use in bis or her professional
work, a single copy without
charge of:
A chapter from a book;
An article from a periodical or
newspaper;
A short story, short essay, or
short poem;
A chart, graph, diagram,
drawing, cartoon, or picture

from a book, periodical, or
newspaper.
Multiple copies of "brief'
works (less than 250 words, and
in the case of prose 2,500 words
of a complete article or story and
1,000 words or 10 per cent of a
longer work) for classroom use
will also be permitted.
Some implications of
guidelines of permissible
photocopying of copyrighted
works are that teachers may not
make multiple copies of a work if
it has already been copied for
another class in the same institution; they may not make
multiple copies of works by the
same author more than once in a
class term, or from the same
collective work more than three
times a term; they may not
make multiple copies of works
more than nine times in the
same class term; they may not
make a copy of works to take the
place of an anthology, or may
not make a copy of "consumable" materials, such as
workbooks.
A teacher may make a single
copy for teaching or research
purposes of a chapter from a

book, an article from a
periodical or newspaper, a short
story, essay, or poem, a chart,
graph diagram, drawing, cartoon or picture from a book,
periodical or newspaper.
A teacher may make multiple
copies for classroom use only,
and not to exceed one per student
in a class, of a complete poem
(less than 250 words), story, or
essay, (if it is less than 2,500
words), an excerpt from a prose
work, if less than 1,000 words or
10 per cent of the work, or one
chart graph, diagram, drawing,
cartoon, or picture per book or
periodical.
A library may (for interlibrary-loan purposes) make
up to six copies a year of a
periodical published within the
last five years, make up to sixcopies a year of small excerpts
from longer works, make copies
of unpublished works for purposes of preservation and
security, make copies of
published works for purposes of
replacement of damaged copies,
and make copies of out-of-print
works that cannot be obtained at
a fair price.

editor's mailbag
'Justify ad in name of
free expression only'
Your fitfcmaH******1 for fflntinustkm of
" Research Papers" ads was nonsensical
and misleading. Consider the following
points regarding Sublett'i "apologia"
and Postal's latter:
a. The possibility of misusing library
materials doesn't lessen the wrongdoing
(phis the Sjsssawaswl folly) Involved in
purchasing and submitting a limn li
paper as ass's own.
__.

b. Such a purchase is "essential In
compiling a polished piece of work" oaly
If a student doesnt desire to develop his
own writing skills. In which case be
doesnt belong in college.
c. Oar library is much more than "a
Ills of research papers."
d. The fact that bought papers are not
"analytical, evaluative, or conclusive" is
irrelevant
Adding a conclusion to
someone else's work and submitting It as
your own is still plagiarism. Since many
college-level papers are largely
descriptive, the potential for bought
papers to masquerade as "finished
products" is greater than Posln cares to

admit.
A student may. of course, purchase a
mimeographed paper to use ss s source
la a paper he himself writes. If that is
indicated through footnotes and
bibliography. However, if one of my
students did this, I would think him
rather foolish since he has a whole
library of tree material at his disposal
If the ad must be run. Justify It •sty la
the name of free expression, and 1st the
buyer beware.
Sincerely,
JaneGurganus
Associate Prof eseor
WallacaSU

Conserve energy during awareness week
Information submitted by the
Kentucky Department of
Energy.
One of the most significant
problems facing our nation is the
dwindling supplies of energy.
This fact burst forth in 1973
during the paralyzing oil embargo and was followed by
natural gas curtailments that
Jolted Kentucky and a number of
other states. Coupled with shortages was another shocking
fact—rising prices.
The energy problem is not a
hoax—it's a stark reality facing
the peopled Kentucky and the
rest of the nation. And it's a
reality that is certain to last for
many years to come since
development of new energy sources and new fuels is several
years down the road.
As the nation's energy supplies
continue to shrink, something
must be done and done right now
to attack the problem.
And that attack can begin
right in Richmond, with each
citizen practicing energy conservation. Simple things like
turning off lights that are not in
use can help—if everybody gets
into the habit. Installation of insulation in homes can help save
energy and result in a savings for
the homeowner in the long run.
This individual effort can be
expanded into community-wide
projects encompassing our
schools, businesses and public
facilities through the efforts of
our political, civic and business
leaders.
The Kentucky Department of
Energy is encouraging every
Kentuckian to get in the habit of
conserving energy with a week
of special emphasis, called
Energy
Conservation

Awareness Week, November 713. We encourage our local
leaders to guide efforts to
promote energy conservation.
Energy conservation doesn't
mean doing without It means
avoiding wastefulness. It means
using the energy we have more
wisely.
And saving energy also means

saving money and saving jobs
that might otherwise be
eliminated because of energy
shortages.
Therefore, we encourage
every resident of Richmond to
adopt energy conservation practices during Energy Conservation Awareness Week and
to carry out those practices from
now on.
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More fun than frog entrails
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The pursuit of art on campus
Although this column is
somewhat broadly entitled "The
Arts", it's printed in a university
publication and consequently attempts to focus on campusrelated subjects.
In light of this, I'd like to
devote this week's copy lo the
pursuit of the arts here at
Eastern.
By the term "arts" I'm
basically concerned with music,
drama and graphic art.
Out of a dozen or so classroom
buildings here two of them house
the above disciplines. In case
you haven't ventured over the
the northern edge of campus on
the far side of the ravine, these
are the Foster and Campbell
buildings. In them you'll find an
art gallery, a theater and studios
of all sorts where the tedious
work is conducted that will
evolve into a final product of
audio or visual entertainment
and enlightenment.
Take some time to drop in one
of the various art studios one

day. You'll see some extremely
interesting things going on, from
the casting of a bronze sculpture
to the shaping of a slender vase

building when you can overhear
a string trio practicing or hornplayers jamming.
These students are dedicating

working with materials that
please me with their visual and
tactile qualities...trog entrails
just didn't quite satisfy this."
Our campus artists appreciate
layman interest in their work.
Don't pass it off as simply
amateur efforts. The theater offers very good entertainment in
its several . productions
throughout the year. Death of a
Salesman is now being rehearsed for its run at the end of the
month.

on a potter's wheel. Talk to the
artists and ask them about their
work.
In the backstage zone of Gifford Theatre there's usually a
hum of labor coming from the
costume room and set construction workshop. Out of these
places come the colorful wardrobes of actors and the scenery
which can transform a plain
stage into any number of unique
vistas.
"It's difficult not to pause in
the corridors of the Foster music

a large amount of their time to
fields infamous for their unemployment statistics. Apart from
teaching the majority of
positions an artist may secure
will be not be completely stable.
Some will undoubtedly end up in
business-oriented jobs, their artistic endeavors fitting in as
spare-time activity.

There's something coming
from the music department
almost every week. The symphony orchestra will play tonight
and will hopefully be as much of
a success as the jazz ensemble's
concert was last week.
There aren't many days in
which the doors of the Giles art
gallery are not open to the
public, featuring different types
of work and styles.
Pay attention to your "artistsin-residence"—go see some art
today.

An art student who at one time*
intended to pursue a major in environmental resources put it like
this; "I like creating things and

'President '$ Men' still timely
By BOB HOLLIDAY

Staff Writer
A political film that is very
timely this election week is
currently showing at the Campus Cinema. All the President's
Men stars Robert Redford and
Dustin Hoffman as Washington
Post reporters Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein.
The reporters are assigned to
cover a break-in at Democratic
National Committee Headquarters in the Watergate complex.
Scene upon scene builds suspense as the reporters cross-check
lists of election staffers, knock at
doors of campaign party
workers, and make endless
phone calls in order to get people

to talk about illegal campaign
practices.
Woodward's main source in
the film is a character called
Deep Throat, played by Hal
Holbrook. The climax of the
movie occurs when Deep Throat
tells Woodward that illegal
covert activities involve the FBI,
CIA, and the Justice department.
Woodward fearfully leaves the
dark garage complex where he
has met Deep Throat and starting to run, stops and turns
around at one point to see if he is
being followed.
Jason Robards as Ben Bradlee
is superb as the crusty but fair
executive editor of the Post. At

Nov. 9, 1976
7:30
Brock Auditorium

$

one point the reporters
erroneously state the H. R.
Haldeman, according to grand
jury testimony, controlled illegal
campaign funds for Nixon.
Bradlee is angered by this
story, because it casts doubt on
the accuracy of the reporter's
earlier work. In the midst 01
severe newspaper criticism
the Post, however, he sides with
Woodward and Bernstein.
Not your typically stereotyped
movie on the newspaper
business, there are no references
to "scoops" or cliched phrases
like "Stop the presses!" The
movie covers about three-fifths
of the book's content, and
strangely enough, ends on a

I am joy I am sorrow I am fear, pity love
I am bird I am clock; a mechanical man.
I am dream I am nightmare: a martyr hung by
my halo both victim and bully, a lover impaled
on my love
an. puller of ropes I am juggler a candle burst
into flame, a candle burnt out
lam gorilla, caged behind bars, straining to
meet you-to eat you
I am mime an impossible doer of things a
weaver of spells a magician you can't look
away from
I make you believe

1 full time EKU Students
|J
in advance
*2 non students and at door

Tickets available at
Powell Info Desk &

r%m*t u miwuHTt

Weaving a spell
Two members of Dance Theatre create a graceful silhouette
during a number in their fall concert last Thursday. Entitled
"Free Your Mind", the show featured contemporary, traditional
and modern dances.

curiously unfinished note with
Nixon's 1972 inauguration.
According to a Time article
published earlier this year, the
driving force behind much of the
film was Redford himself, who
bought screen rights to the book
and worked closely with director
Alan Pakula in order to make the
picture a successful venture.
If there is one flaw in the film,
it is a lack of well-defined
characterization in the two
reporters. It seems as if these
reporters are the only ones
writing about Watergate.
But the way in which the story
unfolds makes up for its other
flaws. The picture has a
documentary-type realism to it,
and is well-worth seeing.

Mime artist to perform
It you happen to be eating lunch at the cafeteria around noon
next Tuesday, you may be in for
a surprise. A seemingly unreal
character clad in black leotards
and a painted white face will be
cavorting among the tables, performing antics known as
"mime."
Keith Berger, 24, is a
nationally reknowned mime artist. He is booked by a major
national talent agency for a hundred or more performances
across the United States in concert halls and on university cam-

puses.
From a quiet and moody
childhood
filled
with
daydreaming, Berger went on to
study acting. After performing
as an actor, clown and dancer he
decided to learn the art of mime.
Through his performing he seeks
to create for his audiences
"worlds and feelings outside of
their social awareness, forcing
them to open their minds and
exercise their imaginations.
After Berger's teaser in the
cafeteria, he will perform at 7:30
p.m. in Brock Auditorium.

Vtiednesday,Nov JO, /976
cAlumni Coliseum
60<m^all£7ime^tudmy%00
<Ml others (5 tickets at door Iff00
Jick&ts available, at :
fio<oell£)/dg information Z>esk
Cashiers -window (jbat&s-jfom su,
\hriety ^ccrts Vt/rfJandJlfoll, jgexington

at Door
J&l (9(1/ GntA^OOAct TbmAMmJhJtuvG
qmu
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Symphony, mime and concert offered this week

..the

direct; current
terry taylor
Please *end notice of all special events and meeting time*,
dates, and place* to Terr) Taylor, organizations editor,
4th floor, Jones Building. Unless notice is by the Friday
preceding publication, placement in the Direct Current
cannot be guaranteed.
Today

3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.

8 !„■■■■ i ■ MMMMMMMM3KMMKX

Layaway Now
for Christmas

s

: Garland Jettt

j$:

Monday, November I
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
5:0O IFC meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
5: IS Progress staff meeting, 4th floor, Jones Building.
6:30 Kappa Mu Epsilon tutoring session. Room 416,
Wallace Building.
7:00 Recreation Club meeting, speaker and slide presentation. Room A, Powell Building.
7:00 Campus Scouts meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Kappa Alpha smoker, Herndon Lounge, Powell
Building.
J
7:30 Philosophy Club speaker. Dr. Gordon Ross, Grise
Room, Combs Building.
6:00 Agriculture Club meeting. Room 11, Carter Building.
9:00 Tan Kappa Epsilon meeting, Room B, Powell
Building.
Class Pattern MWF

JCPenney

:

last Mala

xaaacaaasM

['fflpBS

7:38 Fine Arts Program, Keith Berger, mime. Brock
Auditorium.
Bloodmobile. all day, Powell Building.
Wedaesday, November 16
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field, near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
4:30 Milestone staff meeting, 4th floor. Jones Building.
6:30 Catalina Club practice, Weaver Pool.
6:30 Wesley Foundation, fellowship hour.
7:00 Explorer Club meeting. Room 329, Wallace Building.
7:30 Sea Is and Crofts concert, Alumni Coliseum.
7:30 Men's Interdorm meeting. Room B, PoweU Building.
Bloodmobile, all day, PoweU BuildingKappa Alpha-Phi Mu mixer. Bear It BuU.

11:00 a.rrf. Women's cross-country meet. College Women's
State Invitational, Arlington.
Sunday, November 7
9:30 Wesley Foundation rap hour.
*
3:00 International Student's Association meeting, Kenruuner Room, Powell Building.
6:00 Kappa Alpha meeting. Room O, Powell Building.
7:00 Crisis Center meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Sigma Nu meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Wesley Foundation, worship through sharing.

4 00 PanheUenic meeting, Room C. Powell Building.
4:30 Barrister's Club meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
4:30 Library Science Club meeting, Bumam Recreation
Room.
4:30 Graduate Counseling Association meeting, Powell
Cafeteria.
445 Law Enforcement Association meeting, Kenruuner
Room, Powell Building.
5 00IFC Council of Presidents, Room D, Powell Building.
6:00 Student Association meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Phi Delta Theta meeting, Keimamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Campus Scouts organizational meeting, Kenruuner
Room, Powell Building.
(
7:30 International student's Association meeting, Jaggers)
Room, Powell Building.
8:30 EKU Symphony Orchestra, Gifford Theatre, Campbell Building.
9:00 Art Association meeting, Room 435, Campbell
Building.
Friday, November 5
9:00 a.m. Red Cross training session, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
3:00 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
Saturday, November I
9:00 a.m. Student Teacher Conference, Keen Johnson
Building.

Tuesday, November 9
4:30 PanheUenic meeting, Jaggers Room,
Building.

PoweU

6:30 Wesley Singers practice
6:30 Kappa Mu Epsilon tutoring session. Room 428,
Wallace Building.
7:00 Student Senate meeting, Room A, Powell Building.

Special
7.99

Junior brushed cotton
denim jeans with elastic
back waist. Navy,
camel, red. or
black 5-15.

Starting Wed. Night
Free Dance Lesson
8:00-10:00

Fraternity projects
aid Richmond needy
By ANGELA WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Kappa Alpha Psi is sponsoring its second annual canned
good drive for Thanksgiving
Baskets for needy families in
Richmond.
Operation Canned Good Is the
name given to this years
project.
The members of the fraternity are asking each student on
campus to bring one canned
good to the steps of the Keen
Johnson Building, November 11
from 4 to i p.m. for the baskets.
This is the second year Kappa
Alpha Psi has conducted such a
program. Last year ten baskets
were given to needy families
and additional canned goods
and clothes were given to City
Hall, which sponsors the Store
for the Needy.
Maurice Sweeney, chairman
of Operation Canned Good, said
the members of the fraternity
feel that one of the obligations of
students is to help In the community. Hi added that more
mass parti' |iat jn from the

student body is needed.
In addition to Operation
Canned Good Kappa Alpha Pal
is sponsoring a Party for the
Poor.
The purpose of the "event is to
raise money to buy meat for the
Thanksgiving baskets
- It has been scheduled for
November 16 In the Keene
Johnson Ballroom from 8 to 12
p.m. The charge will be 50 cents
or two canned goods.
The
public is invited.
Another community project
of the fraternity Is the Adopt a
House program.
Members
choose a house in Richmond in a
poverty stricken area and
maintain its upkeep.
Kappa Alpha Psi has received
several awards in the past for
their services to tin community.
Last year they
received the I.F.C. (InterFraternity Council) Civic
Award and the Provincial
Achievement Award within
their region, which Includes
Kappas from both Kentucky
and Tennessee.
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Fred Barnott
Campus Rap
Call

624 12 76

Famous Maker

Sweaters
Buy Now For gifts

Reduced from our
regular stock
Use our

Layaway Plan

Mastercharge
and
Bankamericard,

Regular 1

when you want something better

°° Printed

V-Neck Sweaters
Regular 1

W

8

" Patterned

Round Neck Sweaters 088
Regular 18°° Jacquard

Boat Neck Sweaters 1188
Regular 16°°

No Collar Sweater

1
088

9

Turn-back lapels, solid

Rwhmondf
Our Quarter Pounder
for people who have a big
taste for beef.
"WraenlVvgotab*!
Wstt- /or beef.
I u anrui f>ig
hiimhurjjer."

We know the kind of best trimmings. And serve
hamburger you like. That's it on a toasted sesame seed
why our Quarter Pounder
bun. Just for you.
is a big. honest hamburger,
We do It all
made just the way you
like .t.
We start with a fuiF1-'
quarter pound of U.S. DA.
inspected. 100% pure beet.
Then cook it up just
right. Add nothing,
but the very
Eactara-ay-a***

*Wei(ht * lb brforrcooaiitfj

-

body-stripped yoke.
.

•1 *•

4.

'

3

Open lor Brtjki.it 6:30-10:00

University Shopping Center
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 4*3475

I
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PANASONIC
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TURNER
MCFCPHONES

ANTEMSJAS

Lafayette

CB RADIOS
!
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Conserve energy
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is
•a* as ■ eertes of slertes M OK
raerfj ariM—i facia*. K»
tacky aai tfce rw( *t the Mttea
aad what Keatacklaaa cu de to
feUowlag
camelled
pravlded

laformstloa
it
Iran
material
by
Dion W.

Eeataeky
Departaseat
Eaargy, aad is
part at Eaerfy

al

lamw Week, November 7U. Geveraar Jaliaa M. Carroll
has sreclsimed Ike special
■Mag apea all keato BMka eaargy coai a Kaatacky etfcic.
The subject of energy bunt
Into the forefront of the nation's
problems In late 1173 with a
suddenness that brought public
shock and surprise. Despite
complacency that has returned
to millions of Americans,
energy la a problem that will
bedevil the nation for many
years to come.
The continuing energy
problem it a combination of
scare* natural gas, too great a
dependence upon Imported oil,
Insufficient dependence upon
coal and waste.
The moat Immediate and
positive solution Is simple: We
must use energy more widely.
Energy conservation must
become a national ethic.
The tingle autistic that moat
stertlngly illustrates the nature
of the problem is that the United
States— with five percent of the
world's population—consumes
SO percent of the world'a
energy.
In addition, the nation
depend* moat upon its least
abundant energy resources—oil
and gat—and depends the least
upon Its moat abundant source
—coal.
Coal accounts for
more than M percent- of the
United State*' proved energy
reserves. Yet the United States
the past 75 years hat

Si.

switched from using coal for
■acre than 90 percent of ka
energy needs to depending upon
oU and gat for 79 percent of its
energy.
There are three major
problems:
1- The nation's Increasing
reliance upon foreign sources of
oil. Today's oil imports are up
from 30 percent to over 40 percent since the Arab oil embargo
and are continuing to Increase.
Substantially higher import
levels could Introduce serious
constraints upon this nation's
foreign policy, with grave
implications for national
security.
2. A critical problem with
natural gas supplies. Since
I960, Interstate production and
reserves of natural gat have
been dropping.
3. In the nest five to 10 yean
little can be done to affect a
major switch In fuel sources.
We must, therefore, depend
upon conservation at the action
which will have the most immediate benefits.
Conservation It attractive
because it reduces dependency
upon imported oil, offsets the
impact of natural gas shortages
and provides a dollar savings in
the borne. In business and in
Industry.
Conservation also has these
advantages:
—Helping to ssve Jobs by
ensuring that Industrie* do not
have to relocate production
facilities to other states.
—Helping to ensure that our
children and their children do
not have their energy "checks"
sent back marked "insufficient
funds."
For additional Information,
contact the Kentucky Department of Energy, 9th Floor,
Capital Plata Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40991, or call
502-564-7070 or this toll-free
number, 1-900-373-1971.
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Each Week In the Progress, Kappa Mu Epsilon will sponsor Brain Teasers, mathematical puzzles. Work them out
and deposit your answers in the box outside the Math Office (402 Wallace) by 3 p.m. of the following Monday. The
names of the people who correctly solved the problems
"ill then be published In the next Issue of the Progress.
THIS WEEK'S BRAIN TEASERS:
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1. Can you use Just eight 8s to get a total of 1,000?

2. Arrange the digits 1 through 9 so that their sum will be'
100.
3. Arrange the digits 1 through 9 in two groups of four
figures each so that the sum of one group will be equal to
the sum of the other group.
FOR THE SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEK'S BRAIN
TEASERS, PLEASE SEE THE BULLETIN BOARD
OUTSIDE WALLACE 402

^

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS:
It looks like everyone had better luck with Brain Teaser
No. S. This week's winners include all of the following
people; Geraldine Alsip, Tony Armes, Jeff Bennett, G.
Barry Burton, Matthew Ciecorka, Janice Freeman, Gamma TheU Upsilon, Lone Arrange, Johnny Rowlett, Stella
Shaffer, Pat Skees. Jeff Smiley, and Billy Ray Withers.
We will continue to post the solutions on the bulletin board
outside the Math Office (Wallace 402). Due to a technicality
beyond our control, the Progress is unable to print such
things as the solution to the triangle problem.
This week's Brsin Teaser deadline is 3 p.m., Monday,
Nov. 9. Please include name, address, phone number and
the date of the Progress issue. See next week's paper for
thejist of winners
This week's Brsin Teasers have been taken from Number
Games to Improve Your Child's Arithmetic, by Hurwitz,
Gaddard and Epstein.

Naravame speaks to philosophers
By RICK ZUERCHER
StaffWriter
The philosophy department
sponsored s lecture Wednesday
evening here on the subject,
"A Hindu looks at Christianity "
The speaker, Dr. Naravame,
compared the religious concepts of the Hindus with those of
the Christians.
'"Religion is the language of
the spirit and religions are the
dialects by which one reaches
that
language,"
said
Naravame.
Naravame, a native of India,
said that most religions are
similar in that love is considered the highest law. AD
agree that matter is not the
ultimate and all have a concept

of perfection.
"Hinduism is flexible," said
Naravame, "There is no feeling
of superiority as in other
religions."
He said the
Christian religion displays this
feature by teaching that man
Is to have dominion over the
earth and that the world needs
to receive one savior, Jesus
Christ.
Naravame said that the
Hindu religion upholds the
concept that .all religions are
universal. Religious founders
have come not to ssve but to
give enlightenment.
According to Naravame the
Hindu religion has both lower
and higher knowledge. Lower
knowledge comes from reading
the Koran. Bible and other

religious writings.
High
knowledge comes "when man
looks st his spirit and sees it is
the same as the Universal
Spirit."
Naravame was educated st
the University of Allahabad in
India. He became assistant
professor of philosophy and
later chairman of the department there. He has spent time
in this country in Maine,
California and Virginia as a
visiting professor of philosophy
and now resides at Midway
College in Kentucky.
"Myths and symbolism play s
great part in Hinduism, but not
In
Christianity,"
said
Naravame. He added that true
freedom is the absence of
tension.
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Hall's

You wont
. go away
hungry

46.

IGA Chicken Noodle

Soup

•
IGA Pink Liquid

10.5 oz. con limit 6

Detergent

32 oz. btl.

Table Fresh Jonathan

Apples

3ib bag By Shoppers Village

Banquet Chicken. Turkey. Beef

Frozen Dinners

49°
49°
kg 79*
79°
99°

11 oz. box limit 4

Table Treat

Cinnamon Rolls . . .
Hot Dog

8pak

Hb

Bacon

II ami til top** — 7«a»ysawe«*
•O.U7-IM

Boonesborough. Kentucky

Drinks. .

Hickory Mountain Farm Slice

The Finest of Seafood
The Choicest of Steak

Wta&H! BffOAt LOOK**}

5504 IGA

Armour Chunk Bologna or

ON THE RIVER

,•»

WMgfffltMIHB

12 oz. pkg.

Toblo Rite American Singles
r

^

The perfect gift
for the one you love.
A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all. reflecting
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with confidence because the Keepsake guarantee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

P

Cheese
Store Hours:

12 oz. pkg.

Open 24 hours a day Monday thru Sunday

One HOUR
DRYCLeaneRS

Student I.O. must accompany each Dry Cloning
order to receive special student discount

COLLEGE CAMPUS

SPECIAL!
■

I

AU 100% pure beef
Never frozen
Never pre-wrapped
No heat lamps

Eastern By Pass
RICHMOND

Fresh tastes best
txir

COUPON SWJS*J
unr.fRPfft
ONE F"E E M»MBunOI»
PE« COUPON

FREE
HAMBURGER
Now at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers
this coupon entitW* you
to a free Single Hamburger
with the purchase of a
hamburger of any sise.
fraires Nov. 10. It7«

Pn*S»NT COUPON >V«EN O«0E"INC

■ Kvopaak* Diamond Rings. Box 00. Syracuse New York 13201 .
|_».-x! UWM J«**-i_|"

WIN
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Field hockey team repeats as state champ
By MAKLA MDENOUR
■Ml TERRY DERONDE
Although the rain never
■topped and player* were cold
and covered with mud, the
women'* field hockey team
defeated the University of
Louisville S-l Saturday at Berea
to capture the atate championship for the second consecutive year.

"Taking any (tate tournament i* a sweet victory," said
Coach Peg Stanaland, "but
after losing six starter* the
team came back and put it all
together again."
"It was a team effort against
U of L which gave us the win,"
Stanaland said.
"The girls
showed good stick work,
passed well, and supported each

other."
Junior Donna Mueller scored
two of the team's goals and
sophomore Linda Marches*
added one. "One of Donna's
goals was a good individual
effort of going around fullback
and shooting, and the other goal
was single-handed off a penalty
corner," Stanaland said.
"Sharon Stivers made ex-

cellent defensive .moves by
taking the ball out of the scoring
circle and clearing It to their
offensive area," the coach said.
"Connie Williams played a
very attacking game from her
left-halfback position and, had
very successful tournament
play." Stanaland said. "Shirley

and will face a Virginia team
next Friday at 11 am
"We know what to expect
from Virginia," Stanaland said.
"I feel that we are more
prepared to face the stiff
Virginia competition." (They
join North Carolina and four
Virginia representatives in the

The Eastern Ptogress

Founders'Sale.
Save 30%!
SAVE $3.31 on Women's Soft
Suede Casual Oxford
Matching Leather Trim.
Natural Sole. Cushioned
Insole Regularly * 10 97

766

Price Good
thru Saturday
*Op*n Ertn.nfl! * Un Your MASTER CHARGE Card

Pic & Pay Shoes
SHOPPERS VILLAGE

Men.Wes.—10 00* 00

Thiir. 10:00-9

Pit 9:00-9:00

Sat. 9 00 8 00

Sun

1 30 6 00

~Ccttoknowus;you1tW(cus.>>

Wintjen played a good game a*
always."
Even with the adverse conditions, "both teams played
good hockey in spite of the
field," Stanaland said.
For the first time, a committee selected 13 players to an
all-tournament team. Seniors
Shirley Wintjen and Bobbin
Murray, Junior Donna Mueller
and sophomore Linda Marchese
were among those honored.
The squad will now advance
to the Region II tournament at
Winthrop CoUege in Rock Hill,
South Carolina November 11-13,

tourney.)
En route to the state finals,
the team defeated Berea 1-0
Friday. One goal came in each
half from the efforts of Linda
Marchme and Kathy Wilson.

Talbert's tango

"The defense showed an
excellent effort to hold Berea
scoreless," Stanaland said.
"Connie Stiver* and Barb
Bowman played well in their
fullback positions."

Senior tailback Everett "Poo-Loo" Talbert
sidesteps a Murray Racer as he picks up part of
the 133 yards he totaled In Saturday's
Homecoming contest. He ranks third in the
OVC In rushing with over SO yards per game.
Talbert and company invade CookevUk, Ten-

nessee this Saturday for a showdown with Tennessee Tech. Although the game will not directly decide the conference champion, victory is
crucial If the Colonels hope to gain the OVC
crown.

Men's action begins Saturday

One match remains for volleyball team

They faced the ultimate test of
and love...in aland that time

By SUSAN BECKER
the Brat game of the match 1ftStaff Writer
13. However, Northern came
Remaining undefeated in back In the second game to win
state competition, the women's 144.
"Northern played a perfect
volleyball
team
downed
Morebead
and Northern game—they could do no wrong.
Kentucky Stale University this They Just couldn't keep it up,"
weekend to raise their season said Coach Geri Polvino.
record to 18-13.
The Colonels took the third
"We did really well this game and the match by soundly
weekend," said Evy Abell. defeating Northern 1S-5.
Northern then suffered
"Morehead was the only state
team we hadn't played...we're another defeat at the hands of
still undefeated in the state—It Morehead, even though they
was a great victory."
took the first game 15-4.
The squad beat Northern In Morehead succeeded In taking

-*•»*—y
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NOW SHOWING

ENDS
SUNDAY

From Roger Cormm, Producer ol "EM My Dutt"

AN AVENGER ON WHEELSI

H€ WIPES THEM OFF
THE ROADS'

PETCR
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the second and third game, and
thus the match, by score* of 184, 15-10.
The state tourney Is coming
up in less than two weeks, so it
was extremely important for
the Colonels to find out if the
tough Morehead team could be
beaten.
"We found them to be
vulnerable In the middle, so we
attacked the middle heavily,"
Polvino said. "Of 27 spikes In
that match, Marda Mueller had
18aces." (Aces are spikes that
result in either a point or a side
out)
Polvino credited tough serving by Velma Lehmann as
being another factor in the
team's success.
"Her serve has become very
offense., it's really toughened
up. It gives us an advantage In
starting the match," Polvino
said.
Eastern has one match
Saturday at Indiana University,
before they host the state

tournament on Nov. 11 sod 11.
The team faced Mt Saint
Joseph yesterday. The Colonels
will be seeking their fifth state
crown In sis years.
With several players returning from last year's team, the
men's volleyball club open* It*
season Saturday at the UTKnoxville Invitational.
The squad will face Memphis
State, the University of Kentucky, Tennessee and several
Y MCA teams.
"The team scrimmaged
against Tennessee at the and of
the first week of practice and
got beaten pretty badly," said
Wayne Jennings, men's Intramural director.
"Although they lost three
starters, the team will be
competitive," Jennings said.
Returning from last year's
team Is co-captain Kevin Shipp,
Larry Shepherd and Dan Peary
at spikers. Dave Ramsey and
Phil Kerrick

IS

RghtitKj
Plus Second Big Hit

RICHARD BOONE and STEWART PETERSEN
Thursday NIte
Popcorn Shrimp

HENRY WILCOXON CLINT RITCHIE • SHANNON FARNON JEWEL BLANCH]
BRENDA VENUS

J

623 0588

J Campus

All you can eat! $450

'** RICHMOND DRIVE IN**

cinemas 1-2
University Shopping Center

frying

RICHARD HARRIS

THE
RETURN
OF A MAN CALLED HORSE

This Tiies.
49'ers Night

FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNOAY 7:30 P.M.
Recommended For Adults

Get Set for a Night of
Double Barreled Sensuality!

W.E.K.Y. RADIO MOVIE
THURSDAY AT 12 MIDNITE

Even more Incredible...
even more shocking than
A Man Called Horse:
The all-new adventures
of Sir John Morgan...
the Englishman with
the soul of a Sioux.

I

All Seats

V J1.M

StarringThe Winners Of
The 1976 International Swingers Competition
AN OMNI PICTURES CORPORATION REUASf
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SuiflnaTht^WinnenTOf The N76=lMeifiaiionslSeif-Compeil<io«v,

>
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What makes men run?

1

mania
ridenour

pounds his physique typifies the during a distance run and left it
By HARK YELLIN
Runners do not claim to be
ideal runner.
up to him to manage to get back different front their college
Stall Writer
His rather modest career to campus."
"These high wild hills
peers, so when the day's
began during his Junior year in
HoweU and his teammates workout is over HoweU stated,
and rough uneven ways
high school. "I started running van often be seen Jostling along "If I don't have any work to do I
draw out our miles
and make them wearisome..." after I discovered that I wasn't through campus on one of their go back to my apartment, listen
very good at any other sport," daily pUgrimmages. Seldom do to the stereo and have a couple
William Shakespeare
HoweU said.
they refrain from blurting out a beers."
(From "Richard II")
He was a rather in- risque comment to a coed.
This faU HoweU wiU receive
Old William probably never
ran a cross country or road race conspicuous runner throughout "The looks we often get from his Bachelor of Science degree
in his life, but he had a high school and readily people are unbelievable; we get in Comprehensive Industrial
tremendous feeling for what a acknowledges the fact. "About the darndest stares," he said \ArU. He is undecided between
Encounters with people, Several teaching offers or
distance runner experiences in the highest honor I ever
his .daily pursuit of excellence. received was to be elected the however, are. not always so working towards Us master's
HoweU related a degree.
When someone witnesses one team buffoon. Here I've been pleasant.
about
a
fellow
Whichever option he chooses,
of these wispy figures traver- bestowed with a similar dubious story
Colonel runner who once had a he maintains that running will
sing the rolling ways of Rich- distinction," Howell said.
Not for a moment will he gun pulled on him while on a stUl be a major portion of his
mond and the surrounding
countryside he cannot begin to discount the fact that it is the distsnee run one day and life. "I will definitely continue
comprehend the sense of these fun from which he derives the commented, "If I was ever in to run, most likely with a club."
"Sure we that position I'd tell'em to shoot
Although HoweU has never
acUons, for he sees only the most satisfaction.
exterior of the runner. What work hard, but we enjoy it, or and put me out of my misery!" been recognized ss an exHoweU does not have an ceptionally gifted runner, this
else we wouldn't do it," he said.
makes him run?
This year the men's cross It is this kind of attitude which athletic scholarship so he does year has proved somewhat
not have an economic more rewarding for him and his
country team has only one keeps Howell running.
"We often do crazy stunts to motivation for running. Rather, team. Coach Art Harvey said,
senior
member—Delmer
HoweU. He is • native of Ashland relieve some of the routine. A he relates his experiences to the "We've been pleased with
and a grauate of Paul G. Blazer couple of times we've stolen the aesthetic nature of distance Delmer's consistent performances this season."
High School. At 5-10 and ISO- running shorts right off a guy running.

Praise is in order today for several outstanding performances by members of Colonel
teams last weekend.
HMVMM

.'-. Congratulations to the women's field hockey
team who repeated as state champions Saturday
:with a 3-1 victory over the University of
Louisville, despite heavy rain and poor field conditions.
Holding an edge in offensive time, the squad
committed 30 violations to U of L's 74. Donna
Mueller, a junior from Louisville, scored two of
: • the Colonels' three goals, one coming in the first
period to give the team a 2-0 halftime lead, and
one in the second.
Congratulations to junior fullback Steve
Streight, selected as OVC Co-Offensive Player of
the Week for his efforts against Murray.
Straight came up with his second consecutive
. 100-yd. game with 116 yards in 26 carries.
"Steve's had the ability all along, but with
more playing experience he's finding the
daylight better," said Roy Kidd. "When reading
blocks his body is leaning so much and he is
going so quick he sometimes loses his balance.
When he learns more about this he will do better
than he has thus far."
MMtMMt

Congratulations to senior placekicker Bob
Landis, who despite the efforts of the Murray
Racers to call their second consecutive timeout,
kicked the game-winning field goal with 29
seconds remaining.
"I was very confident that he'd make it," Kidd
said. "The ball was right in front of the goal post
and it was just like an extra point. He's done an
excellent job all year, possibly even better than
Earl Cody."
'WWWW www www

Congratulations are also extended to the
women's volleyball team, whose two victories
over Morehead and Northern Kentucky last
weekend allowed them to remain undefeated in
state competition.

Uelmer Howell tells it like it is

Delmer Howell

Women's cross country team hosts state invitational
By SUSAN BECKER
Staff Writer
Despite weather conditions
that were less than desirable,
the women's cross country
team finished fourth out of
eleven strong teams in the
University of
Tennessee
(KnoxvUla) Invitational last
weekend.
"It was very cold and very
wet," said Coach Sandy Martin.
"The first mile was right next
to a river, and the ground was
like a swamp. The last mile and
a half was Just mud."

by running the three mile
course in 17:49.
Over SO runners competed in
the invitational. Placers for
Eastern included Jenny Utz,
who took 10th, and Vickie
Renner who finished 15th, in
times of 18:44 and 19:06
respectively.
Ten Seippel took 29th and
Cathy Cain took 54th.

Finishing ahead of the
Colonels were the University of
Tennnessee, Florida State, and
the University of Kentucky.
Teams which Eastern outran
included VanderbUt, Western,
the University of Florida, the
University of Georgia, and
Auburn.
Eastern wUl sponsor an invitational meet at Arlington this
Saturday beginning at 11:00

a.m. This race is considered to
be for the state championship.
"The KWIC hasn't sanctioned
a state meet yet, because the
sport is still young in Kentucky," said Coach Martin.
"But UK, Murray, Morehead,

Western, and Eastern will be
there. We consider this as the
state meet"
The coaches re-routed the
course at Arlington so it's closer
to the fairways for better
footing for this five team meet

Paula Gaston and Jenny Utx
will be traveling with Coach
Martin to the national cross
country championships at the
University of Wisconsin next
weekend to compete with the
top runners in the nation.

Paula Gaston of Eastern took
first place overall and also
broke the record for that course

Harriers vie for OVC title
By MARLA RIDENOUR
SpertiEdiUf

Austin Peay State University
will host the OVC Cross Country
Championships this Saturday at
ClarksviUe, Tennessee. The
Colonels will run over the 10,000
meter Swan Lake Golf Course,
where they impressively
defeated both Austin Peay and
Tennessee Tech three weeks
ago.
Promising to be one of the top
cross country meets in the
nation. Western Kentucky will
return to defend the title they
won the past two years. East
Tennessee had won the OVC
four years in a row until 1974,

and will come back with
another strong team.
East Tennessee took the
Indiana Invitational three
weeks ago, but Chris Rldler of
Western took the individual
championship while his team
finished second. Murray State
placed fourth, to give the OVC
three of the top four places.
Western came back two
weeks later to place second in
the Fin-man Invitational, with
East Tennessee taking second.
Brian Rutter of Murray is
undefeated in dual meets but
has only the tenth best time In
the conference for six miles.
Chris Ridler of Western set a

course record at Furman and
should be the favorite to win Uw
Individual championship with
the beat time reported for six
miles.
Seven of the top ten finishers
will return this year.

Get to know in; youII like m.
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ANDY'S

1<A< SW[\

A GREAT DEAL
on the World's Best Pizza
save

Italian Specialties
Hot Dogs

ONE

1

L REGULAR DINNER BOX

OOtUUt'
off on any 14" PIZZA

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

Foot long - chili
Plain - chili
Coupon Eipiret

Open

I

Phone 623-7147

(otter not
good on deiivertes)!
I

FRf EMU VERY

S INTRAMURAL HI-LITESs

THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send SI.OX) for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.

i-

ALL DAY

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Lot Angeles. Ca. 90025

GOOD ONLY WHttE YOU Sit TW »I49 POSTER

CncloMd it » 00
PIMM rut* M catalog 10

"""• —
AOOrao .

Knitiurkil fried ^kit?k«n

Original research also available. c«y
. Z«

lASTtWN tmtot

MR. SNAPP'S
t
BAKERY
Open Sat. 4 Sun. till T Attar tha game

:

11:00 AM -7

No. 10. 197*

CRAFTS
FROM
709 BIG HILL AVE.

RACQUETBALL
In the finals of the Independent
Racquetball Tournament, Hector Diodenet. representing PIT,
defeated Bernie Beck, 21-10,4-21,
21-18. Gary Pulliam of Sigma Nu
Sas fraternity A champion,
avid Thomas, also of Sigma
Nu, was fraternity B champion.
FLAG FOOTBALL
! George Ginter of Bad A fired
o touchdown passes, one early
the game to Tommy Redmond
one late in the game to
rt Stephens, as BAD A
eated Theta Chi 12-0.

SOCCER
Soccer continues to move slow
as defaults are currently
deciding the winners. In independent action, SAC defeated
THTH in overtime in the only first round game that was played.

SOCCER CLUB
In a driving rain against
Pikeville last Saturday, Eastern
won in soccer 3-0. Earlier in the
week EKU defeated Oneida 2-1.
As the team prepares for the upcoming state tourney, the record
DEADLINES
is
4-6. This record is misleading
IMRS co-ed racquetball because
has not lost by
deadlines are due this Friday as more thanEastern
one
goal.
well as badminton entries.
VOLLEYBALL
» '
WINNER
IMRS volleyball has now
begun and some games will be m
PUNCH played in Auxiliary Gymnasium"
CARD
and later in the season many
games will be in Begley.
IO 2 1 « » II • ».'.•" 'KI1MIAI

62372583Hour Extended Whan EKU has home games

»

Open Mon-6 A.M.

I

w

DELIVERY

COMPLETE LINE OF CRAFT SUPPLIES
PHONE: 606-623-5>

Have It

BURGER KING

HMMC.1 HM

Eastern By-Pass 623-1353

WHOPPER

Tie. Liick - Maufit
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As returns came in...

Happiness and despair felt by
campus political organizations
By CMC MDOUBBOOK
Ml
NANCY HUNGARLAND
College Republican* experienced the
thrill of victory and the agony of defeat
Tueaday as they u> President Ford win
the campus vote, only to loee the atate
and national election.
Both the Republican and Young
Democrats club, gathered after the polla
closed.to,watch election returns and.
hopefully, to celebrate a victory.
Gaining confidence aa results rolled In,
the Young Democrats were excited by
Carter's early command of electoral
votes. The mood of the Republican
gathering in Islington was quite another
story.
"We worked to bard," College
Republican President Patty Doggett said
after Ford's defeat was apparent
"When we saw Carter take all those
statea, we Just fell off our chairs. Itwaa
terrible."
Doggett attributed Ford's campus
victory to students' knowledge of the

"They knew the platform
and knew the beat man," she said.
"Carter is Just like s new toy. The
people want something new," Doggett
said, "but they play with It, tear Hup and
throw it away. I think this will happen
with Carter."
Most of the Young Democrats felt
Carter won the national election because
the country waa ready for change,
although the campus vote dldnt reflect
that attitude.
"Moat of the tide on the campus are
conservative and don't want prograaatve
change," said Larry Travis, Young
Democrat treasurer.
"They're Just
afraid."
The campus precinct in the IgwaBWal
of Bumam Hall produced 3U vote, for
Ford and Sit for Carter. Independent
party candidate Eugene McCarthy
received 11 votes and all others together
bad four.
Voter turnout was tanned "heavy" by
precinct workers, with over O per cent
participation by registered voters.

Many of those voting were students
who had taken advantage of campus
voter registration earlier this fall,
allowing them to vote at the Univearity
rather than by absentee ballot or at
home.
Young Democrat workers attribute the
large turnout to atiidanl Interest.
"We worked for Jimmy Carter because
we behoved in him," amid Jenny GUI,
"and we found out that students are
concerned about what Is going on."
The biggest problem facing both
political clubs is further participation by
members now that the election la over.
"It's hard to keep people in fht
organisation, especially since we've
reached the goal we've worked on since
the beginning of the earn eater," Travis
said. "There'a always work to do for the
next election, but that's a year away and
we can organise a little later. Right now
we're Just grateful that the newscasters
are saying 'President-elect Jimmy
Carter' rather than 'Mr. Carter.' "

At 6 p.m. in Powell Building

Food co-op registration tonight
ByERICMTDDLEBROOC

Keeping dry
That all-American-know-how cornea through In a pinch as one
determined young man sit* through the cold rain of Satur-

brtUNUUMI

day's game against Murray. The Colonels beat the Racers 1210 to gain a 4-1 record In the O.V.C.

Two charged in check theft
I Continued Irom page 1)

were allegedly found to be in one of the
girl's posession.
City Police Chief Andrew Reed stated,
"I understand that narcotics were found
during a search." French and Goolsby
declined comment on this Issue.
According to French many other underlying factors are being considered In
the case, but no conclusions have been
drawn.
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice-prealdent for
Student Affairs said, "The University
has no action pending on the case at this
time.
"Kimbrough has withdrawn so no
action can be taken on her case, but
Bates is still officially enrolled a* a

I

student, we v 'I be talking to her when
she returns to campus."

Mt. Maternal offers help
(Continued from page 1)
that's not including the monthly supply of
birth control pills, which cost between
one and three dollars."
If the clinic volunteers feel the patient
can not afford to pay, but can afford to
contribute, they are asked to do so.
Services offered by Mt. Maternal other
than birth control are comprehensive
family planning services, infertility
counseling and referral and sterilization
counseling and assistance of payment for
poverty cases.

MACRAME
CRAFT

g

"I don't want local residents to aee us
as Just a birth control distributor," Keith
said.
"Our sterilization program is a front
runner in the nation," she said. "We also
sponsor a state-wide family planning
conference which bad an attendance of
500 professionals last year."
Mt. Maternal is open between 8:30 a.m.
and 12 noon and from 1-6 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Appointments can be made by calling
986-9602 or 4677. All calls and treatments
are confidential.

The party's just begun!

SUPPLIES

MAXI-CORD -NYLON -CORD -JUTE
WAXED-LINEN •WOOD-METAL RIMS
CLAY-BAMBOO-PLASTIC-WOOD BEADS
JEWELRY SUPPLIES •LIQUID SILVER
PUKA SHELL KITS -TRI BEADS

IE

The issue is under further investigation
by the student disciplinary board.

GOLDEN

:

—

Food co-op rogajtrition will begin
tonight at • pjn. ta the Jaotra Boom
the Powell Building, according to Mary
Singler, food co-op director.
The initial meeting of the co-op will
offer eggs, vegetables and fruits. Singler
said later shipments win Include honey,
bulk cheese and other dairy products.
"A tot of people have signed up
already," Singler said. "The orders
placed this week will hopefully be ready
early next weak, barring any untoreeeen
complications."
Singler said the co-op has had same
problems with food wholesalers not being
organised, but, according to Stagier,
"Hopefully they'll get organised when
they aee that we're together. If they
don't get organised, we Just wont deal
with them."

SPECIAL ORDERS
WELCOMED
IOCATED
■ EHIND JCRRVS IN PORTE* nu'i1*
OPEN MON SAT 11 00 1:00

Mock election results final
In the recent mock presidential
election sponsored by the Student
Association the Incumbent, Jerry Ford
won oat over Jimmy Carter by a vote of
m toSM.
Other votes cast went as follows:
American Party-one; Communist
Party—foar; American Independent
Party-five; U.S. Labor Party-one;

Socialist Workers Party-J; Libertarian
Party-four and Independent Party-one.
* All write in candidates received one
vote and they were; Rap Brown, Angela
Davis. Lou Reed, Ralph Nader, Ronald
Regan and Eugene McCarthy.
.. „
A total of 590 students participated in
the mock election.

Shakes, Sundaes, Halts #
Great Banana Splits,
Freezes. Floats. You • •
name it well try to
•
make it.

you can win
free tuition
I for Next Semester!
i*

1

Come By

t

Yesterdays
for Details

*

BASKIH-ROBBIHS j|V
ICE CREAM STORE *S.

i

i

University Center Phone 623-7633
^*

t*> i9'5 B»»-'« «o6D «» 'et C'Mm Co

*

Show E.K.U. 1.0.10% off all meals,

Good Home Cooked Food
Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
6:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
North 2nd St. Behind Snapps Bakery
aider new management

Ralph WaltOll

LANDSDOWN
-CLUB

*
*
*
*

in Lexington

*

Open for Fraternity

*
*
*

And Sorority Parties
Call 277-3606
Mon.-Fri.

10-5 p.m.

t

Yesterday^

-

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

HANDMADE
fLEA THER GOODS * A
4ND SPECIALITYi
ITEMS

a church, business or organisation will
come through for us."
r ood to be delivered to the co-op will
arrive in bulk quantities and will be
broken up and bagged according to the
purchaser's demands.
Farther inquiries into the food co-op
can be made at the Student Association
offtce-exVKM.

I Announcing
College
8
of
Pinball Knowledge
at

bALLER\

'EhRTH LEATHER

Another problem the co-op has run Into
Is finding a place to make weakly food
distributions from There is s temoorarr
distribution site now, bat Stagier has
been looking to charchsa and private
dtixens to donate room for distribution.
"We need someplace that la reasonably
dry and has electricity," an* said. "A
private borne would do, bat we're hopkur

*
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